This paper considers the design of a data memory hierarchy, with a level 1 (L1) data cache at the top, to support the data bandwidth demands of a future-generation superscalar processor capable of issuing about ten instructions per clock cycle. It introduces the notion of cache bandwidfh -the bandwidth with which a cache can accept requests from the processor -and shows how the bandwidth of a standard, blocking cache, can degrade greatly because of its inability to overlap the service of misses. Non-blocking or lockup-free caches are discussed as a way of reducing the bandwidth degradation due to misses. To improve the data bandwidth to greater than 1 request per cycle, multi-port, interleaved caches are introduced. Simulation results from a cycle-by-cycle simulator, using the MIPS R2000 instruction set, suggest that memory hierarchies with blocking L 1 caches will be unable to support the bandwidth demands of futuregeneration superscalar processors. Multi-port, nonblocking (MPNB) L1 caches introduced in this paper for the top of the data memory hierarchy appear to be capable of supporting such data bandwidth demands.
bandwidfh
-the bandwidth with which a cache can accept requests from the processor -and shows how the bandwidth of a standard, blocking cache, can degrade greatly because of its inability to overlap the service of misses. Non-blocking or lockup-free caches are discussed as a way of reducing the bandwidth degradation due to misses. To improve the data bandwidth to greater than 1 request per cycle, multi-port, interleaved caches are introduced. Simulation results from a cycle-by-cycle simulator, using the MIPS R2000 instruction set, suggest that memory hierarchies with blocking L 1 caches will be unable to support the bandwidth demands of futuregeneration superscalar processors. Multi-port, nonblocking (MPNB) L1 caches introduced in this paper for the top of the data memory hierarchy appear to be capable of supporting such data bandwidth demands.
Introduction
As technology advances allow more functionality to be put on a single chip, VLSI processor designers are looking for ways to exploit the available resources to enhance processor performance.
One way of enhancing performance is to exploit fine-grain parallelism and issue multiple instructions in a clock cycle. By the middle of this decade, we expect processors that attempt to issue about ten instructions in a clock cycle to be within the realm of possibility. several functional units such as floating-point adders, floating-point multipliers, integer multipliers, integer adders, and adders for address calculation.
There could bẽ -----------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------J L1-L2 BUS
At the top level of the memory hierarchy, we expect there to be separate level 1 (Ll) instruction and data caches as shown in Figure 1 . These L 1 caches are connected to a shared level 2 (L2) cache, via an Ll -L2 bus. The L2 cache is in turn connected to the main memory, which may be shared by several other processors. It is also possible that, as technology advances, and multiple CPUS along with their L1 caches cart be put on a chip, the L1-L2 bus and the L2 cache maybe shared by multiple CPUS2.
To issue multiple instructions per cycle, an appropriate instruction issue mechanism is needed. Several mechanisms for issuing multiple instructions in a clock cycle have keen published [4-6, 9-11,17, 18,20] , and others are being investigated.
We will not concern ourselves with the instruction issue mechanism of such a sttperscahu processor in this paper, nor with the design of the L1 instruction cache that can provide the appropriate instrttction bandwidth. This is because the exact issue mechanism that might be used to issue about ten instructions in a clock cycle, in a superscalar fashion, and sustain an issue rate of 3-5 instructions is still the subject of research and debate [4, 6, [9] [10] [11] 17, 18] . Furthermore, because of the high hit ratios achievable for instruction caches [7, 12, 15] , we feel that a small (few kilobytes) L1 instruction cache can be designed to support most instruction issue mechanisms, although the exact design of such a cache will be dependent on the instruction issue mechanism used.
Regardless
of the instruction issue mechanism chosen, an appropriate memory hierarchy is needed to support the data bandwidth demands of the instruction issue mechanism.
Our focus in this paper is to see how to provide a data memory system that can support the data bandwidth demands of a future instruction issue mechanism issuing about ten instructions per cycle.
The Importance of Data Memory Bandwidth
Why is a high-bandwidth data memory system critical? The data memory (L 1 data cache, L2 cache, and main memory) is perhaps the most heavily demanded resource and is likely to be a critical resource 3. Accordingly, the peak instruction issue rate of our superscalar processor will B Ws be limited tofM instructions per cycle, where BW~is 2Technolog y projections have predicted a 100 miltiorr transistor processor chip by the end of the decade. Such a processor chip may have multiple superscrdar CPUS, each connected to it own L1 cache (of the order of tens of kilobytes), and share a common L2 cache (of the order of a megabyte) [2] .
3Even if the memory is not the critical resource and smrre other computational frmctionat unit is, providing additicmal ccmputationat ftmctional unit bandwidth is straightfonvard; all that we have to do is to provide more copies of the computational functional unit, and an enhanced interconnect.
the bandwidth that the data memory can supply, and~~is the fraction of all instructions that are loads and stores. Clearly, any improvements in the instruction issue strategy will be worthwhile only if they are accompanied by a commensurate increase in the data memory bandwidth.
Paper Objective and Outline
The goal of this paper is to consider the design of a data memory system to support the bandwidth demands of a future sttperscalax CPU capable of issuing possibly tens of instructions per clock cycle. As we shall see, this will require a data memory bandwidth of several requests per cycle4.
We would ideally like to achieve this high bandwidth with the freedom and the flexibility that we have on the processor chip, i.e., with minimal additional demands on the off-chip components of the system, such as the L2 cache and the main memory.
Accordingly, we will concentrate mainly on the top of the data memory hierarchy, i.e., the L1 data cache and the L1-L2 bus, although the results of our paper could easily be applied to the L2 cache and the L2-memory interface. Therefore, unless stated otherwise, all references to cache shall imply the L1 data cache. Furthermore, we shall also assume that all data references go through the L1 cache, i.e., the L1 cache can't be bypassed. Our results are easily extended if the L1 cache can be selectively bypassed.
In section 2, we consider cache bandwidth, and cache designs that can provide a high bandwidth.
In section 3, we present simulation results, using a current instruction issue strategy, to illustrate how low-bandwidth cache designs can be a bottleneck to performance of future instruction issuing strategies, and in section 4, we draw our conclusions.
Cache Bandwidth and High-Bandwidth Cache Designs
Most of the literature on cache memories
[16] has concentrated on the latency with which memory requests can be serviced with a cache memory, and mrely has there been a discussion of the bandwidth of a cache. The possible exception to this is the literature on caches in sharedmemory multiprocessors, stanting with [3] , that deal with how a cache can be used to reduce cache-memory bandwidth, but not specifically with how much bandwidth a cache can provi& to the CPU.
The reason for this, we believe, is that the bandwidth of caches is rarely a major concern for processors that issue a single instruction per cycle since such processors do not have a very high bandwidth demand (compared to superscalar processors). For example, to support a peak issue rate of a single instruction per cycle, a data cache with a bandwidth of fM is sufficient (typically fM is in the range of 0.25-0.4 for a load/store architecture such as the MIPS R2000) and, as 4All future references to bandwidth shalt be to the average bandwidth, measured in requests per clock cycle.
we shall see, such a low average bandwidth could be squeezed out quite easily with most conventional cache designs.
For processors capable of issuing multiple instructions per cycle, however, the data bandwidth demands are naturally much higher (at least the same number of references, and possibly more if speculative execution is performed, are made in fewer clock cycles) and therefore, the first step in designing an L1 data cache should be to evaluate the bandwidth that it can provide.
Let us assume that the L1 cache is a writeback cache (a write-through cache can be analyzed similarly). A processor request to the L1 cache can either hit or miss. If the request hits, it is serviced by the L1 cache, without causing any actions on the L1-L2 bus. If it misses, the L1 cache creates a miss request, as well as a writeback request (if the replaced block is dirty) on the L1-L2 bus.
Blocking Caches
The most commonly used and studied caches are blocking caches. In such caches, the CPU can continue to issue instructions as long as the memory references it makes hit in the cache. However, when a miss occurs, the CPU stalls instruction issues until the miss request has been completed and the block has been fetched from the L2 cache to the L1 cache. Therefore, with a blocking cache, the CPU can have at most one miss request pending and, while a miss is pending, it can accept no other requests from the CPU, even though they might be hits. The design of single-level blocking caches is well-' understood [15, 16] ; almost all computers built today have them. Multi-level blocking caches have also been investigated recently [13] . For our purposes, we note that with a blocking cache, the L1-L2 bus interface is straightforward. Since there is only one request from the L1 cache to the L2 cache at any time, the L1-L2 bus can be held, in a circuitswitched fashion, until the entire transaction has been carried outb. Finally, since the L2 cache has to handle only a 'If the CPU has a dynamic dependency resolution mechanism, as we expect it to, it can continue to issue instructions that have register-tmly operands, and need not stafl instruction issue until the next load/store instruction is encountered.
Our exprience has shown little difference in performance if the CPU staUs instruction issue when the miss occurs or if it proceeds with instruction issue until the next load/store insticticm Therefore, we assume the standard practice of stafling instruction issue when the miss is encountered.
In either case, instmctions that are already in execution are not statled.
6With a blccking cache, we have two choices of how to handle the writeback request. In either case, for getting a smatler miss latency, the miss request would be submitted to the L2 cache before the writebrtck request. The first alternative for handling the writeback request is to wait ontif the miss request has completed and then carry out the writeback request. 'he second alternative, which requires a more complicated L1-L2 bus design, is to release rhe L1-X.2bus after the miss rr.quest has been submitted, carry out the writeback request, and then grab the L1 -L2 bus again to receive the response to the miss request. Since the former approach is the more commonly-used one, we shall assume it to be the way of handling writeback requests. single request at a time, its design is also straightforward7.
The disadvantage of a blocking cache is the bandwidth degradation that can result because misses must be handled serially.
Let us see how much bandwidth a standard single-ported, blocking L1 cache can supply and how much of a degradation in bandwidth can result because of the requirement of handling misses serially.
Suppose that a program makes H+M memory requests, where H is the number of requests that hit in the L1 cache, and M is the number of misses. If there is a single cache po~the time taken to service H hits is H cycles. The L1 cache and the L1-L2 bus are busy for (Tm +B) and [T~+B(l + d)] cycles, respectively, for each miss that is serviced, where T~is the miss time, i.e., the time taken by the L2 cache to respond with the first word of the block after the miss request is issued, d is the probability that the replaced block is dirty, and B is the number of cycles taken to transfer a block on the L1-L2 bus (of course, assuming that the L2 cache can sustain this service rate). Since the service of hits and misses can't be overlapped in a blocking L 1 cache, the time taken by the L1 cache and the Ll -
L2 bus to service If+&f requests is (H +M[T~+B]) and M [T~+ B (1 + d)] cycles, respectively.
The upper-bound on the average bandwidth of the data memory system, assuming all data references go through the L 1 cache, is simply the minimum of the bandwidths of the L1 cache and the L1-L2 bus, i.e., Figure 2 plots the bandwidth (requests per cycle) provided by a memory system with a standard, singlepcmted blocking L1 cache (which has a maximum bandwidth of 1 request per cycle), obtained from equation (l), versus the miss ratio m, for some values of T~, B, and d. As we can see from the figure, the bandwidth drops significantly as the miss ratio increases. For example, a cache with the optimistic parameters of m = 0.05, T~= 10, B =1, and d= O, can achieve a bandwidth of only 0.67 requests per cycle. If we assume~~= 0.4, this implies that our superscalar processor with the above L1 data cache will be able to achieve a sustained issue rate of only 1.67 instructions per cycle, regardless of how many resources (other than those to improve memory bandwidth) we throw at it! It is clear that we must improve the cache bandwidth if we hope to achieve a superscalar execution of more than a few instructions per clock cycle. ' As pointed out in [7] , if the L2 cache's access latency is sufficiently high, it may have to be sufficiently pipelined to handle multiple write~ck ;equests.-Before proceeding further, from equation (1) we can also see why data cache bandwidth has not been of much concern thus far. With a peak instruction issue rate of 1 per clock cycle, and with~~< 0.4, we require a bandwidth of less than 0.4 requests per cycle, and this can easily be achieved with m< 0.1, if Tm = 10 and 1 SBS4.
To improve bandwidth, we have two options: (i) improve the bandwidth with which hits are serviced (by providing multiple ports to service hits) or (ii) reduce the bandwidth degradation due to misses. Fmm equation (l), we can see that even if we provide an infinite bandwidth for cache hits, the bandwi$h of a blocking cache can only be improved to , a value that is dic-
tated by the bandwidth with which 'misses can be serviced on the L1 -L2 bus. If the bandwidth degradation due to misses is significant, as is likely to be the case unless both m and T. are very small and B =1, it is of primary importance to consider ways of decreasing it first before considering ways to improve the cache bandwidth for hits.
Reducing Bandwidth Degradation Due to Misses: Non-Blocking Caches
To reduce the bandwidth degradation due to misses, we must decrease the total time spent in servicing the misses. An obvious way to reduce the time spent in servicing misses is to decrease m, Tm, or both. However, as we mentioned earlier, both m and T~would have to decrease (so that their product is very small) for the bandwidth degradation to be inconsequential. This is counter to the current trend of increases in T~because of increases in the processor clock speed.
From equation (1) we see that a major reduction in the degradation due to misses, and consequently a major improvement in bandwidth, can be made if we eliminate T~from the equation entirely.
This can be done if we allow the service of multiple miss requests to be overlapped, in a pipelined fashion, with a packet-switched bus in which the L1-L2 bus is not held for the duration of the memory request. In the best case, if all M miss requests can be overlapped perfectly, the time taken to service the misses can be reduced8 to M( 1 + d) B and the bandwidth of a single-ported cache can be improved to:
The first term in the above equation corresponds to the bandwidth with which requests can be submitted to the cache, and the second term to the bandwidth with which the misses can be serviced on the L1-L2 bus. (Implicit in eqn. (2) is the assumption that the L2 cache has enough % tbe servicing of slt misses is overlapped completely, in a pipelined fashion with a single port on the L1 -L2 bus, the time taken to service M misses is M(I +d)ll + T., which can be approximated by M(I +d)tl. bandwidth to support the peak miss request bandwidth on the L1-L2 bus.)
Basic Non-Blocking Cache
To overlap miss requests, we consider a nonblocking or lockup-free cache organization fist proposed by Kroft [8] . In Kroft's suggested implementation, registers cxtlkxl MSHRS (miss information/status holding registers) are used to hold the status information of the outstanding misses. One MSHR is associated with each outstanding miss. If there are N MSHRS, we have a nonblocking(iV) cache. Therefore, in a non-blocking(N) cache, there can be up to N misses being serviced concurrently, and the service of hits can be overlapped with the service of misses.
The MSHRS have two major functions: (i) determining whether a secondary miss has occurred (a secondary miss is a miss to a block on which another miss request is already pending) and (ii) routing the data supplied by the memory to the correct cache block and CPU register. For hits, a non-blocking cache is no different from a blocking cache. When a miss occurs, the MSHRS are checked (associatively) to see whether there is a pending miss to the same cache block, i.e., whether the current miss is a secondary miss. If there is no~nding miss to the same cache block, i.e., the current miss is a primary miss, a free relevant to the servicing of the current miss, such as the cache block number and the CPU register to which the accessed data must be routed, are entered in the MSHR and the miss request is submitted to memory, When the block is returned from memory, information in the appropriate MSHR is used (we will shortly see how to access the "appropriate" MSHR) to route the data both to the cache for further use, as well as to the CPU register. If a secondary miss occurs, the processor can continue, without a very complex MSHR design [8] , unless the miss is to the same word to which the~is a previous miss outstanding.
Readers Let us consider what the additional requirements introduced by a non-blocking cache are with respect to a blocking cache. First, when a miss occurs, N MSHRS have to be searched associatively to determine whether the miss is a secondary miss or a primary miss, whereas no such associative search is needed in a blocking cache, Although it may be possible to design a non-blocking cache without penalizing the hit time, a wide associative 'search is still time-consuming in most cases, and every attempt should be made to keep the associative search confined to as few MSHRS as possible.
Second, to allow the servicing of more than one miss to be overlapped, the L 1-L2 interface must be pipelined, or packet-switched, whereas a circttitswitched L 1-L2 bus is sufficient for a blocking cache. Third, if the L2 cache is handling more than one request concurrently, not only must it be designed to provide the bandwidth necessary to handle the requests, there must also be a way of routing return requests to the "appropriate" MSHR and from there to the requester in the CPU and to the correct cache block. The order in which the L2 cache services requests and returns them to the L 1 cache can be different from the order in which they were submitted to it because of L2 cache misses and L2 cache interleaving.
To match L2 cache responses with the appropriate L1 cache requester, we have two main options, both of which make demands of the L2 cache that are not made by a blocking L1 cache. The first option is to tag the miss request submitted to the L2 cache with the L1 cache's MSHR number. When the L2 cache responds, it returns (he tag along with the response, and the tag is used to access the correct MSHR and route the data. This option requires both the L 1-L2 bus and the L2 cache to have special lines dedicated to the tags (bidirectional address lines could also be used for tags). The second option is for the L2 cache to return responses in the same order that it received the requests. In this case, the MSHRS can be managed as a queue, without the need for tags, and no additional lines are required on the L 1-L2 bus. However, the burden is on the L2 cache to return the responses in the order that they were received -a task that can be complicated by L2 cache misses.
Improving Bandwidth of Hits: More L1 Cache Ports
Having reduced the bandwidth degradation due to misses with a non-blocking cache, let us now consider how to improve the bandwidth to greater than 1 request per cycle by providing multiple ports to service hits. If we provide multiple ports for the L1 cache to service multiple hits simultaneously, with a single L1-L2 port, the bandwidth of the cache can be improved to:
'inF'hm(l:'f)Bl (3) where Ph is the number of ports from the CPU to the L1 cache, Let us now consider how we can provide multiple ports.
Duplicate Cache Banks
A straightforward way to implement multiple read ports is to provide multiple copies of the cache. For example, 4 read ports can be provided to a 16Kbyte cache by having four 16Kbyte caches that have identical contents. We feel that this approach has a significant overhead in the amount of memory used, especially when considering an on-chip cache. Moreover, identical multiple copies allow only a single write port. Therefore, we do not consider a straightforward duplication of cache banks to be an adequate solution, if we need multiple read ports without a significant memory overhead and/or need multiple write ports.
Interleaved Banks
A better way to provide multiple cache ports is to interleave the cache blocks amongst multiple cache banks, much in the same way as an interleaved memory l", with a cache block present entirely in one cache bank. Figure 3 shows how an interleaved L1 cache could be placed in the CPU. If there are C banks, and the cache stalls the processor on a miss, we have a multi-port, blocking, or MPB(C) cache, which can service up to C hits simultaneously (one to each bank), but only one miss at any time.
% is possible to have alternate designs that aeeomplisb the same task as Kroft's design without limiting tbe number of MSHRS. The exact rnecharrisms that aflow multiple outstanding misses to be handled is, in our opinion, higbl y dependent upon the particular situatiort, and is stitl an open question. *%e straightforward way to interleave the banks is to use standard low-order interleaving.
Other interleaving schemes, such as those described in [14, 19] could be used, and need further study. Now, consider each bank of a multi-port interleaved cache to be a non-blocking(N) cache, i.e., each cache bank has its own set of N MSHRS. Then, with C banks, we have an MPNB(N, C) cache that can collectively service up to C hits (each bank has a single read/write port) in a single clwk cycle, as well as allow up to Nx C misses to be overlapped simultaneously (with only N-way associative searchs) to reduce the bandwidth degradation due to misses.
One potential drawback of an MPNB(N, C) cache design is the additional complexity and delay introduced by the crossbar from the instruction issue mechanism to the multiple cache banks (see Figure 3) . Passing through this interconnect to get to the cache can potentially degrade the latency of cache hits. However, we can perhaps pipeline it so that passage through the interconnect is just an extra stage in the execution of an instruction.
This potential latency degradation for cache hits, in favor of increased bandwidth, needs further study.
Further Reduction in Bandwidth
Degradation Due to Misses: More L1-L2 Ports
The techniques that we have considered so far for the L1 cache use mostly the on-chip hardware, and pose relatively few demands on the off-chip hardware (we only required the L1 -L2 bus to be pipelined, the L2 cache to accept requests at a peak rate of 1 per cycle, and possibly return requests in order). We can reduce the bandwidth degradation due to misses even further by providing multiple ports on the L1-L2 bus. If we provide Pm ports on the L1 -L2 bus, the minimum time required to service M misses M(I + ,)B can be further reduced to Pm ' and the peak bandwidth be improved to:
A multi-port L2 cache can be designed in ways similar to the ways proposed for a multi-port, non-blocking L1 cache. In fact, all of the design options for L1-L2 cache interactions could be applied to L2-memory interactions. Before going to multiple L1-L2 ports, however, we should tirst use the pin resources in the L1-L2 interface to maximize the bandwidth of the single port rather than to increase the number of ports. That is, we might use the additional pins to have larger block sizes that lower m, keeping B =1. If m for an L1 cache can be made reasonably small (say 0.05-0.1), and the small m can be achieved with a small B (say 1), we could achieve a data bandwidth sufficient to support the issue of perhaps ten instructions per cycle with only a single L1-L2 port and an appropriate MI?NB L1 cache, and therefore we do not expect multiple L1-L2 ports to be needed for while (though we would perhaps need a single, wider port so that B = 1).
Simulation Studies
In this section, we present some simulation studies to evaluate the potential and utility of MINI caches. The simulation results are not meant to be exhaustive. Rather, they are intended to verify the observations of section 2 that blocking caches will be unable to support the data bandwidth requirements of future-generation superscahtr processors, and that multi-ported, non-blocking caches are better able to support these requirements.
Evaluation Environment
All our experiments are carried out with a detailed, cycle-by-cycle simulator that we have developed. The instruction set architecture for the simulator is that of the MIPS R2000; the simulator accepts a.out files compiled for a DECstation 3100, and simulates their execution. Most aspects of the CPU and the memory system are modeled in detail (at the clock cycle level) by the simulator. The simuIator is aIso detailed enough to handle the system calls (with traps to the OS) made by most programs. This allows benchmarks with file 1/0, such as the SPEC benchmarks, to be simulated. By varying the parameters of the instruction issue mechanism, the memory system, and the resource architecture, we can simulate in detail the execution of an arbitrary program.
Because of the detail at which the simulation is carried out, and because the entire memory system is modeled, the simulator is slow. This speed restricts our ability to explore the design space in great detail using substantial runs of large benchmark programs.
Baseline System
Our baseline system has a CPU with the instruction set architecture of a MIPS R2000, a 16Kword L 1 instruction cache and an L1-L2 bus that has separate address and data buses, each of which is 32 bits wide. With the above L1 instruction cache, we rarely encounter instruction cache misses for our benchmarks, and L1 instruction cache misses account for negligible traffic on the L1 -L2 bus.
Since we are mainly interested in the L1 data cache, we assume that all L1 misses hit in the L2 cache. The L2 cache is organized as a single-ported, interleaved memory, with 32 banks and a bank busy time of 4 clock cycles. Thus data can be transferred between the L1 and L2 cache at a peak rate of 4 bytes per clock cycle, regardless of the latency of the L2 cache, if no L2 cache bank conflicts occur.
The baseline L1 data cache is 8Kbytes, direct mapped, virtually addressed, and has a hit time of 1 clock cycle. The blocking version is an 8-way interleaved (MPB (8) For simulation, we would like to use instruction issue strategies that can issue about ten instructions per clock cycle, and perhaps sustain an issue rate of 3-5 instructions per cycle. Unfommately, we are unaware of any known strategy that fits this model (although we are aware of several research efforts, including our own). Therefore, we will use a published instruction issue strategy, which sustains a much smaller issue rate than what we expect to see in the future,
The issue strategy that we use is the one implemented in the SIMP processor [10] .
It uses dynamic dependency resolution and branch prediction, and can issue up to 4 instructions per clock cycle. We do not implement branch prediction and speculative execution, however, i.e., we do not go txyond basic blocks to enhance instruction-level parallelism.
Benchmarks and Miss Ratios
We use 4 benchmarks for our experiments: doduc, eqnt ott, mat rix30 O and tomcatv, taken from the SPEC benchmark suite. The benchmarks are long programs, and take several minutes to run in their entirety on a DECstation 3100 hardware platform.
Due to resource constraints, we simulate the execution of only the first 100 million instructions that occur for each benchmark. Table 1 presents the number of memory references (in millions) in the simulated portion of each benchmark, the execution times (in millions of clock cycles) with a perfect memory system (i.e., a memory system in which all memory references are serviced in a single cycle), and the average data memory bandwidth demanded (BW~) during the execution of the program with the issue strategy considered. The data memory bandwidth demanded is calculated as the number of data references divided by the execution time.
Fmm Table 1 we can see that the issue strategy that we have considered is not aggressive enough, since the average number of instructions executed per clock cycle ranges only from 1.011 for matrix3 00 to 1.801 for eqntott, even assuming a pe~ect memory system. Moreover, the issue strategy does not make a very heavy demand on the data memory bandwidth (0.278-0.682 requests per cycle).
As issue strategies become more sophisticated, and attempt to sustain an execution rate of 3-5 instructions per cycle (assuming, of course, that sufficient parallelism exists in the programs to support this issue rate), the demand for data bandwidth will increase because (i) fewer clock cycles are taken to execute the program and service the same number of "useful" data references and (ii) additional data references may be generated that are not "useful", i.e., do not influence computation, because of speculative execution beyond a basic block.
In Table 2 , we present the miss ratios obtained from simulation for various block sizes, and the corresponding bandwidth that a single-ported blocking L1 cache can supply (computed by substituting these miss ratios in equation (1) and assuming T~= 12 and an L1-L2 bus width of 4 bytes). We will discuss the data of Table 2 shortly.
Experimental Results
In Figure 4 we present the execution and processor cache stall times obtained from our simulator for 9 memory configurations for each of the benchmarks. The execution time is the actual number of clock cycles taken to execute the first 100 million instructions, with the particular cache organization.
The first group of 4 bars for each benchmark are for 8Kbytes direct mapped MPB(8) caches, and the second group of 4 bars are for 8Kbytes direct mapped MPNB(4, 8) caches. The 4 bars of each group correspond to block sizes of 4, 8, 16, and 32 bytes (block sizes of greater than 32 bytes are not considered because we feel that they are not a good design point for our system since they saturate our 32-bit L1 -L2 bus). The last (unshaded) bar for each benchmark is the execution time with a perfect memory system. The height of each bar is the total execution time, and the lightly shaded bottom portion (if present) of each bar is the processor cache sta// time, for that particular cache configuration.
The processor cache stall time is the amount of time the processor is blocked from issuing instructions because the limits of the request handling abilities of the L 1 cache have been reached, i.e., the cache is busy servicing the peak number of miss requests that it can handle.
The first thing to notice from Figure 4 is that the execution time with an MPNB(4, 8) cache is lower than that with an MPB (8) To see if more sophisticated instruction issue strategies could be supwrted for our benchmarks, with the cache organizations considered, we consider the processor cache stall. Recall that this stall is the amount of time that instruction issue is blocked because the limits of the request handling abilities of the cache have been reached. Therefore, the processor cache stall time is one lower bound on the total instruction issue (and total program execution) time. As we can see from Figure 4 , the processor cache stall is a significant portion of the execution time with the blocking cache configurational*, indicating little room for further improvement in performance, even with more sophisticated issue strategies. That is, even if an instruction issue sh-ategy, that is more sophisticated than the one we have considered, could overlap the execution of instructions to achieve high performance, and enough parallelism exists in the programs to allow a high degree of overlap, a blocking cache will prevent an improvement in performance by preventing the issue strategy from overlapping instruction issue with the service of misses, and the minimum amount of time taken to issue all program instructions will be bound by the time taken to service all the misses seriatly. Alternately, a blocking cache will not be able to supply the bandwidth demanded by a more sophisticated issue strategy.
For the non-blocking caches, the processor cache stall time is negligible12. This indicates that a nonAs the instruction issuing capabilities of processors are improved to allow the issue of several insmtctions per clock cycle, among other things, the bandwidth of the data memory system must be improved commensurately.
We have considered in this paper ways of providing a highbandwidth data memory hierarchy, with a level 1 data cache at the top of the hierarchy, using the flexibility in the use of on-chip real estate that might be provided by a future-generation, single-chip processor, and without requiring many demands of the off-chip components.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper that considers the bandwidth that a cache-based memory system can provide to the CPU -one of the most important metrics that ultimately dictate the performance that the processor can achieve.
We saw that unless both the miss ratio and the miss time for the L1 cache are very low, the bandwidth can suffer greatly if the L1 cache is a standard blocking cache because of the serial service of misses. To reduce this bandwidth degradation, we considered non-blocking caches and saw how they would impact other components of the system. To further improve the bandwidth of the memory system to more than one request per cycle, we proposed interleaving the L1 cache to create a multi-ported cache. Our proposed multi-port, non-blocking (MPNB) cache design allows multiple memory requests to be serviced in a single cycle, with only a single port to the offchip memory.
We also presented results of a detailed cycle-bycycle simulation for 4 benchmarks, compiled for a DECstation 3100. Our simulation results suggest that the proposed MPNB caches are a good choice for meeting the high data bandwidth demands of future-generation superscalar processors, and that blocking caches are unlikely to be able to meet this demand.
The work presented in this paper addresses only a few of the multitude of issues in the design of an adequate-bandwidth data memory system for superscalar processors. We expect that many of the design tradeoffs that have typically been studied in the context of blinking cache designs, may not be applicable to MPNB cache designs. Much work remains to be done in the area of multi-ported, non-blocking cache designs -not only on which designs are better than others, but also on metrics to I lFor~blWk~g cache, since only one miss =quest cm~sefi~d execution time, and not of the processor cache stall. With a blocking at a time, and since instructkm issue is blocked on a miss, the processor cache, she processor statl due to a dependence on a memory operand (that cache stall time is simrde the time taken to service the misses serirdlv. missed in the cache) is overlapped completely with the processor cache .
1z~~~m.blo&tig cache, if the cache is always able to aCCCpta restall, and counts as a part of the processor cache stall. Consequently, the quest from the processor, the processor cache stall time is zero. However, ncn-processor-caebe-stall execution time is not the same, with and instruction issue can be stalted because of a deoendencv on a memorv without a non-blocking cache, in Figure 4 .
. operand. With a non-blocking cache, this stall is a part of the processor evaluate the design -and evaluation techniques that are computationally less expensive than a cycle-by-cycle simulation of the entire system.
